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In 2010  GP’s, Service Users  and Carers voiced concerns that they were 
dissatisfied with mental health services in Bristol.  They wanted services which 
could be accessed more quickly with effective emergency care, more emphasis on 
recovery and a holistic approach and more collaborative working.  Thus began a 
long process of consultation, competitive tendering and evaluation. Modernising 
Mental Health was organised by the Bristol Clinical Commissioning Group 
(CCG) and involved Users, Carers, GPs and other mental health professionals. 
 
The successful bid from Mental Health Bristol was announced by the CCG at the 
end of May.  It is a partnership bid with AWP leading the system along with 9 other 
voluntary organisations:  Second Step, Missing Link,  Off the Record, Nilaari, 
Brunelcare, Wellspring Healthy Living Centre, Knowle West Health Park Company, 
Southmead Development Trust and SARI. 
 
Key features of the new system are that it is collaborative, with a clear pathway for 
care.  Already some new services are operating.  The Bristol Crisis Service 0300 
555 0334  operates round the clock with mental health professionals answering the 
phone.   The Crisis and Intensive Home Treatment Team also works 24/7.  There 
is increased resource for Assessment and Recovery which operates 8-8pm 
seven days a week and will see people within 3 days of referral. Several BSN 
members go to the reference group for this and also for Crisis Care to make sure 
that Service Users have their say in how the services develop. 
 
The system will offer more holistic support and there will be Recovery Navigators 
(workers with lived experience of mental health difficulties)  to help support people 
through their recovery.  There will also be more psychological support available. 
 
Gradual changes are being introduced throughout community services with the 
new model starting fully on October.  Other changes are being made alongside. 
.A new Community Rehabilitation service will be run by Second Step, AWP and 
Missing Link. And there are new providers for Employment and Assertive 
Engagement  (all Voluntary sector) and for Dementia services.  There will also be 
a new Complex Psychological Interventions service starting in October and a 
Community access support service starting January next year. 
 
Bids to run The Bristol Crisis Sanctuary which will be a non-medical, welcoming 
place for people in distress are being evaluated and this service should come on 
line in April 2015. Together all these new services are being referred to as Bristol 
Mental Health.  In patient services will continue to be run by AWP, but the CCG is 
working with AWP to introduce changes here as well. 
 
Many Service Users and Carers have already been involved in Evaluating the 
proposed new services. There will be a new Service User and Carer Board which 
will hold the new providers to account.  This is an exciting opportunity to get things 
right and it is hoped that many people will get involved.  There will be a new 
Service User Director post.  Contact 0117 354 6200 for further information. 
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At our AGM in June Iain Tulley, Chief Executive Officer for AWP and Carol Metters, 
Director of Missing Link came to talk to us.  When Iain accepted our invitation he 
said: I am very keen to listen to the views of people who have experience of using mental health 
services in Bristol. I am committed to improving services and increasing the profile of mental health 

and I would welcome views on how our Trust can play a more active part in achieving that. 

  

Iain started by saying that things had not been going well with AWP, particularly in 
Bristol.  He welcomed the courage of Clinical Commissioning Group supporting the 
strong user voice. There was now a new opportunity.  AWP would be providing  
System leadership – this should make sure that all the organisations in Mental 
Health Bristol would work together to provide a seamless service. 
 
2 years ago Missing Link started talking to other Voluntary Organisations about 
providing a new style service in Bristol.  The result is that after 2 years of 
consultation, Mental Health Bristol will start providing services in October 2014. 
 
Will patients have more choice? Carol -The new service will be  less 
bureaucratic , more collaboration and more flexible. Iain-  We need to get out and 
see what is happening on the ground. (Iain tries to go onto wards & centres once a 
month as a Care Worker.) 
 
What extra MH training will staff get?  - all the staff need re-training; the 
voluntary sector is not clinical, M.H.Bristol is a social-medical model. 
 
Disability & disadvantage – services at breaking point  Iain –agree changes 
around welfare have increased the pressure.  Trying to lobby. Pressure needs to 
be put also on individual job centres.  DWP –no medical training 
 
How is AWP gong to work with the legacy of poor service? Carol- there is work 
to do in changing the culture.  We must try to move forward. Survivors can help to 
raise expectations.  A more holistic approach will be more family centred. 
 
Other matters raised: Not believed, not given help which is person centred. 
Must rethink  therapeutic approaches.  Lobbying Norman Lamb over parity of 
physical & mental  health.   
 
Are meetings & consultations tokenistic?  Recovery Navigators  employed to 
walk the journey to Recovery.  Peer support & Navigators wanted– looking for lived 
experience.  Why are MH Resource centres being closed? They are planned to 
be replaced by hubs where staff will hotdesk. Gloucester |House is to be replaced 
by a hub at Southmead Development Trust;  Brookland Hall by a hub at Wellspring 
Health Centre and Petherton by Knowle West Health Park.  
 
MH Bristol could be a Model for the country  Carol felt there was the Energy & 
passion to make it work. We all need to pull together to get the services we want. 
 
SU reps wanted to be involved at every level. Recruiting for transitional period – 
want volunteers.  Contact Carol Metters carol.metters@missinglinkhousing.co.uk 


